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Markets At 30 November 2017

new zealand
The latest New Zealand economic statistics and leading indicators are starting to suggest that New Zealand will experience 
slower growth next year. Business confidence has declined over the past three months. This may be due to the general election 
outcome and consequent uncertainty with respect to government policy. Nevertheless, this will have an impact on short-
term economic growth as businesses delay hiring staff or investing in new plant and machinery until some of this uncertainty 
is removed. House sales have also declined with house prices generally flat over the last year. REINZ statistics1 show that 
nationwide house prices increased by 1.6% in the last twelve months while Auckland house prices fell 1.2%. While there 
has been little evidence of households spending the appreciation in their house value, the flatter market is expected to have 
some impact on consumer spending. Offsetting this projected weakness, the recent employment data was strong with the 
unemployment rate falling to 4.6%2. While this is higher than previous lows, the percentage of working age people in the 
workforce reached an all-time high with the participation rate at 70.0%2. Despite this strong employment growth, wages 
have remained subdued. We expect wage growth to increase which will support consumer spending. A slowdown in the rate of 
economic growth is not necessarily a bad thing. New Zealand has experienced strong growth over the last five years. This strong 
growth has been supported by strong inward migration and construction spending. Other things being equal, lower growth is 
likely to result in lower inflationary pressure, which will delay the need for the Reserve Bank to increase interest rates.

The New Zealand share market has taken this in its stride, although we did see a rotation out of growth and towards defensive 
dividend yielding companies over the month. The New Zealand equity market was up 0.4% over the month3.

australia
The Australian economy is also expected to experience slower growth next year as it rebalances away from a domestic led 
economy back into a commodity or resource led economy. Over the last three years, Australia has experienced a housing boom 
with both house prices and housing construction reaching all-time highs. This is now expected to slow as reduced foreign 
investment into housing and oversupply of homes, particularly apartments, depresses the market. This is likely to keep a cap 
on consumer spending. Offsetting this downturn, commodity prices have improved and exports of commodities from Australia 
have recovered. In due course, this will result in higher capital expenditure and employment in the commodity sector. Reflecting 
this rebalancing, the Reserve Bank of Australia confirmed that the cash rate would stay at 1.5% with no changes expected until 
the middle of next year4. The Australian share market appreciated by 1.9%5 with most sectors in the market appreciating. One 
exception was financials with banks experiencing a flat month as the possibility of a royal commission weighed on the sector. 

international
The global economy is experiencing synchronised growth with all the major economies having positive growth rates. This growth 
has been called a ‘goldilocks’ phase as the strong growth is not creating inflation. However, this trend may be coming to an end 
especially in the United States. The existing and nominated Federal Reserve Chairs have reaffirmed that they feel the economy 
has recovered and inflation will soon increase. Given this view, the Federal Reserve is expected to increase interest rates by 
0.25% in December. Further increases in rates are expected next year, with the Federal Reserve forecasting three further 
0.25% increases next year. This will take the Federal Reserve rate to 2.0%. Corporate and individual tax cuts will add to the 
upward pressure on interest rates. Reflecting the expected passage of these tax cuts, the United States share market rallied 
over November ending up 2.0% for the month. Year-to-date the share market has risen 17.4%6.

The European market declined over the month with concerns over whether Chancellor Angela Merkel would be able to form a 
government in Germany after discussions between her centre-right Christian Democratic Union and the Free Democrats broke 
down. The German share market declined by 2.0%7 over the month. Asian share markets were more positive, driven by internet 
sales promotions including Singles Day and Cyber- Monday. Over the month, Chinese company Tencent become more valuable 
than its Western counterpart, Facebook. The Japanese share market rose by 2.6% while the Hong Kong market rose by 4.8% 
over the month8. 

1.  REINZ October 2017 residential statistics report.  
2.  https://www.stats.govt.nz/
3.  S&P/NZX 50 Data to 30 November 2017. 
4.  https://www.rba.gov.au/

5.  S&P/ASX Data to 30 November 2017.
6.  S&P 500, data to 30 November 2017.
7. Dax index, data to 30 November 2017.
8. Nikkei and Hang Seng indices, date to 30 November 2017..



Managed Portfolio

income category
The Income Category returned 0.11%9 for the month of November, taking the year-to-date return to 3.56%.

One of the unusual features of the New Zealand corporate bond market is that new bond issues can be dominated by a single 
sector. A few years ago it was electricity companies who chose to issue bonds at the same time. Currently the sector du jour is 
property. Over the last month three of the eight listed property companies - Property for Industry, Precinct Property and Kiwi 
Property Group - have or are about to issue bonds. This is not a sector concentration problem for the Portfolio as it holds a wide 
range of industries. However, for investors who chose to invest in bonds directly, this can result in highly concentrated portfolios.  

Internationally, we continue to hold a significant weight toward commodity related companies. This includes a mix of material 
producers (Bluescope Steel and ArcelorMittal), mining companies (Southern Copper), and shale oil producers (EOG Energy and 
Devon Energy). These companies have and are continuing to benefit from the growing global economy which is increasing the 
demand for their products.

inflation category

The Inflation Category returned 1.22%10 for the month of November, taking the year-to-date return to 5.04%.

The Inflation Category’s energy sector exposure has benefited from oil prices which have risen strongly, up 20% since the beginning 
of September11. The oil price has provided much-needed money for the strained budgets of the 14 members of the Organisation 
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). Markets expect OPEC and other big oil producing countries to extend a deal by nine 
months to limit production through the end of 2018. The historic agreement has helped to reverse a three year oil price downturn.

The New Zealand listed property sector has underperformed the broader New Zealand market (S&P/NZX 50), with the sector 
delivering a total return of 9.36% year-to-date, around 8.75% lower than the S&P/NZX5012. However, property company valuations 
do not appear overly extended and so the Inflation Category maintains its exposure to the sector. Tight occupancy driving market 
rents, returns from portfolio turnover and acquisitions, and strong balance sheets with average gearing of circa 32%, have led to the 
sector having a strong month in November, up 2.73% compared to the S&P/NZX50 which is slightly negative.

growth category
The Growth Category returned 1.05%13 for the month of November, taking the year-to-date return to 11.57%.

The New Zealand share market finished the month in positive territory but individual share performance was very mixed. Growth 
companies such as A2 Milk, Xero and Synlait fell over the month, while the shares of defensive property and retirement villages 
rose. This rotation in market leadership highlights the merits of the dividend approach followed by NZ Funds, with the Dividend and 
Growth portion of the Category up over 2.0% on the month. Exposure to Z Energy and Trade Me and Australian resource companies 
Rio Tinto and Woodside Petroleum contributed to this strong performance.

The global share components of the Portfolios performed in line with their benchmarks in November. Amongst the managers used 
in the Category, LSV underperformed after performing strongly in previous months. Managers Kynikos and Suvretta performed 
strongly, both exceeding their benchmark. Impala which invests in global resource companies also had a positive month. The 
Investment team had a call with Impala during the month. Impala reaffirmed that infrastructure spending in Asia is increasing and 
this bodes well for the holdings within their fund as well as the Australian companies held in the New Zealand/Australian component 
of the Category.

Global Multi Asset Growth Portfolio has exposure to energy companies and they benefitted from the rise in the price of oil. One 
holding within this Portfolio was Marathon Petroleum. This position was sold as part of NZ Funds' responsible investing policy. Our 
ESG research provider, ISS-Ethix, placed Marathon Petroleum on their red list due to its involvement in the Dakota Access Pipeline 
and failure to respect indigenous rights. 

At 30 November 2017

9. The return calculations are based on a 50% allocation to the Core Income Portfolio and a 
50% allocation to the Global Income Portfolio.

10.  The return calculations are based on a 34% allocation to the Core Inflation Portfolio, a 
33% allocation to the Property Inflation Portfolio, and a 33% allocation to the Equity 
Inflation Portfolio.  

11.  West Texas Intermediate Crude Oil (WTI) Prices. 
12.  NZX50 Index Gross and  S&P/NZX All real estate index YTD return to 30 November 2017.  
13.  The return calculations are based on a 25% allocation to the Core Growth Portfolio, a 

10% allocation to the Global Multi-Asset Growth Portfolio, a 25% allocation to the Global 
Equity Growth Portfolio, and a 40% allocation to the Dividend and Growth Portfolio.



KiwiSaver Strategies

income strategy
The Income Strategy returned 0.13% for the month of November, taking the year-to-date return to 3.97%.

One of the unusual features of the New Zealand corporate bond market is that new bond issues can be dominated by a single 
sector. A few years ago it was electricity companies who chose to issue bonds at the same time. Currently the sector du jour is 
property. Over the last month three of the eight listed property companies - Property for Industry, Precinct Property and Kiwi 
Property Group - have or are about to issue bonds. This is not a sector concentration problem for the Portfolio as it holds a wide 
range of industries. However, for investors who chose to invest in bonds directly, this can result in highly concentrated portfolios.  

Internationally, we continue to hold a significant weight toward commodity related companies. This includes a mix of material 
producers (Bluescope Steel and ArcelorMittal), mining companies (Southern Copper), and shale oil producers (EOG Energy and 
Devon Energy). These companies have and are continuing to benefit from the growing global economy which is increasing the 
demand for their products   

inflation strategy
The Inflation Strategy returned 1.02% for the month of November, taking the year-to-date return to 5.52%.

The Inflation Strategy’s energy sector exposure has benefited from oil prices which have risen strongly, up 20% since the beginning 
of September14. The oil price has provided much-needed money for the strained budgets of the 14 members of the Organisation 
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). Markets expect OPEC and other big oil producing countries to extend a deal by nine 
months to limit production through the end of 2018. The historic agreement has helped to reverse a three year oil price downturn.

The New Zealand listed property sector has underperformed the broader New Zealand market (S&P/NZX 50), with the sector 
delivering a total return of 9.36% year-to-date, around 8.75% lower than the S&P/NZX5015. However, property company 
valuations do not appear overly extended and so the Inflation Strategy maintains its exposure to the sector. Tight occupancy driving 
market rents, returns from portfolio turnover and acquisitions, and strong balance sheets with average gearing of circa 32%, have 
led to the sector having a strong month in November, up 2.73% compared to the S&P/NZX50 which is slightly negative.

growth strategy
The Growth Strategy returned 1.26% for the month of November, taking the year-to-date return to 14.16%.

The New Zealand share market finished the month in positive territory but individual share performance was very mixed. Growth 
companies such as A2 Milk, Xero and Synlait fell over the month, while the shares of defensive property and retirement villages 
rose. This rotation in market leadership highlights the merits of the dividend approach followed by NZ Funds, with the Australasian 
share portion of the Strategy up over 2.0% in the month. Exposure to Z Energy and Trade Me and Australian resources companies 
Rio Tinto and Woodside Petroleum contributed to this strong performance.

The global share components of the strategy performed in line with their benchmarks in November. Amongst the managers used 
in the Strategy, LSV underperformed after performing strongly in previous months while Suvretta performed strongly, exceeding 
their benchmark. Impala which invests in global resource companies also had a positive month. The Investment team had a call with 
Impala over the month. Impala reaffirmed that infrastructure spending in Asia is increasing and this bodes well for the holdings 
within their fund as well as the Australian companies held in the New Zealand/Australian component of the Strategy.

At 30 November 2017

14.  West Texas Intermediate Crude Oil (WTI) Prices.
15.  NZX50 Index Gross and  S&P/NZX All real estate index YTD return to 30 November 2017.
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New Zealand Funds Management Limited is the issuer of the NZ Funds Managed Portfolio Service and the NZ Funds 
KiwiSaver Scheme.

The Product Disclosure Statement and the Disclose Register contain important information to help you to understand how 
your money is managed and the risks associated with investing.

A copy of the NZ Funds Managed Portfolio Service Product Disclosure Statement and the NZ Funds KiwiSaver Scheme 
Product Disclosure Statement is available on request or by visiting the NZ Funds website at www.nzfunds.co.nz.

Even if you have invested with NZ Funds for many years, please take the time to read these documents regularly as the 
content is frequently updated.

Disclaimer

Past performance is not necessarily an indication of future returns.

This document has been provided for information purposes only. The content of this document is not intended as a substitute 
for specific professional advice on investments, financial planning or any other matter. While the information provided in this 
document is, to the best of our knowledge and belief, stated accurately, New Zealand Funds Management Limited, its directors, 
employees and related parties accept no liability or responsibility for any loss, damage, claim or expense suffered or incurred by 
any party as a result of reliance on the information provided and opinions expressed in this document except as required by law.



New Zealand Funds Management Limited
Auckland

Level 16, Zurich House 
21 Queen Street

Private Bag 92163, Auckland 1142
New Zealand

T. 09 377 2277 
E. info@nzfunds.co.nz 

www.nzfunds.co.nz

Follow us on twitter.com/nzfunds


